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CHI,VI CHI.'JUNK (continued)
it immensely, I heard someone remark that the 11angels 11 were around that morning*

Andy Diaz and a friend of his are going to start a now club, I don't think ,

'

the two of them ever began actual work on it, however, I think with -uidy and
his friend as instructors it would be a sure hit, Maybe you had better get
startedl

I heard that out friend Donald Rantz keeps that midnight oil burning steadily,
(Studying, of course) Keep up the good work, Don,

Bob Stauffer shows signs of becoming a professional dancer. He certainly
"cuts the rug" during Thursday night dancing sessions,

I certainly wish I could have the disposition of one of our icllow stuc.ents.
This boy is our one and only Nick Dobrovolsky, He always has a iricndly smile
for everyone.

, miy was Bill Kurdziel absent from speech class the day after the second
flight? Haybe he read 'the book "Blue Skies Turn to Green."

Joe Andrews asked me to tell you his favorite story about the 2 cool cats
that were walking in N Gw fork City, They saw the empire State Building burning.

The one cat turned to the other and said,"Dig that crazy Ronson." Cool, Joe, Cooli
Ernie Koons seems to be having trouble making it to Comp class. Need, a

new alarm clock, or how about a new car,Ernie?
We've finally received permission from Joe Schumacher to reveal his hobby.

Yes, now it can be told, Joe is an accomplished hypnotist—Look into our eyes,
Joe,

It has been rum red that Vicious Larry Sycllo will never set root in an

airplane again. Is this so, Larry? By the way we have heard a new name for
Larry—"Sagacious Syd."

Has anyone bumped into Bill Coll, lately? Well, if you have, and. if. you are
a male student, you're sure to have been asked to buy your flowers from him for

the May Dance. Brice includes delivery? Dig that crazy salesraa.nl i
If you see Buzz Wersingcr, ask him what the shiny ring on the chest strap

of a parachute is for. He knowsi 1
Zany Zablocki seems to bo in a slumo at the moment. Could it be due to fre-

quent visits to Beaver Brook.
A flashy performance by Joseph .i, Scarcclla in a x’cccnt "spoiling ooe , result

ed in a win for the best side.
The poor man's Ted Lewis, Hugh HcGcehan can bee seen around these ports

sporting a derby. What's the scoop, Hugh? Trying to chase away the Acprochaun's?
Now it's time for Chippy to leave the Campus once again because I must go

to buy a now gown for May Day, Until next week then, I'll say so-'long

Chippy Chipmunk
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